
LI -Use division to solve word problems 

Remember to use RUCSAC! 

 

1. Mrs Smith has 360 new pencils to share between 20 pupils. How many pencils 

will each child get? 

 

2. Tickets for the latest film cost £9 each. Your family has £48 saved up. How 

many of you can go to the cinema to see the film? 

 

3. When you are in the cinema, you see that the 504 seats are divided into 7 

equal sections. How many seats are there in each section? 

 

4. A batch of new reading books has been delivered to school. There are 275 

books. Each class needs 15 books. How many classes will get the books that 

they need? 

 

5. Mrs Smith, Mrs Jones and Miss Dawson share a big box of chocolates. There 

are 12 different types of chocolate in the box. There are 168 chocolates 

altogether. How many are there of each type of chocolate?  

 

6. Emily, William and Sarita go ‘Trick or Treating’ together. Emily gets 26 

sweets. William gets 21.  Sarita gets 25. If they share them equally, how 

many sweets will each get in the end? 

 

7. Eddie collects Moshi Monster cards. He has 462! He decides to share them 

equally between himself and his two older brothers. How many will each boy 

get? 

 

8. The Headmaster is taking all of Key Stage Two on a trip to the seaside. 

There will be 210 children and 24 adults going along. How many 42-seater 

buses will he need to use? 

 

Answers: 



 

 

1. 360 ÷ 20 = 18 pencils each 

 

2. £48 ÷ 9 = 5 can go to see the film (£3 remainder) 

 

3. 504 ÷ 7 = 72    10 x 7 = 70 

20 x 7 = 140 

50 x 7 = 350 

 

4. 275 ÷ 15 = 18 classes (5 books remainder)  10 x 15 = 150 

20 x 15 = 300 

5 x 15 = 75 

5. 168 ÷ 12 = 14 of each type of choc 

(the fact that 3 teachers are sharing them is not relevant) 

 

6. Two step problem 

26+21+25 = 72 

72 ÷ 3 = 24 sweets each 

 

7. Two –steps 

Eddie plus 2 brothers = 3 

462 ÷ 3 = 154 cards each     

 

8. Two-steps       10 x 42 = 420 

210 children + 24 adults = 234 people going  5 x 42 = 210 

234 ÷ 42 seats on the bus = 5 r 24 

They will need 6 buses, otherwise some will be left behind! 


